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300 mmWafer-level, ultra-dense arrays of
Au-capped nanopillars with sub-10 nm gaps as
reliable SERS substrates†
Jiaqi Li,*a,b Chang Chen,*a,b Hilde Jans,a Xiumei Xu,a Niels Verellen,a,b Ingrid Vos,a
Yasuaki Okumura,a,c Victor V. Moshchalkov,b Liesbet Lagaea,b and Pol Van Dorpea,b
The 193 nm deep UV immersion lithography is leveraged to fabri-
cate highly dense and uniform arrays of Au-capped Si nanopillars
on a 300 mm wafer level, and the substrates are applied in surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy for reliable molecule detection.
Due to the sub-10 nm gap sizes and ultra-high array density with
the lattice constant less than 100 nm, our nanopillar based sub-
strates outperform the current commercial products in terms of
the signal intensity, reproducibility and fabrication scale.
Introduction
Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a well-known
and powerful molecular detection technique which is mainly
enabled by the electromagnetic (EM) field enhancement on
plasmonic nanostructured surfaces to compensate for the
weak scattering cross sections of the target molecules. Exten-
sive research has been carried out in the exploration of SERS
substrates with enhanced and uniform signal generation. To
obtain largely enhanced SERS intensities, regions of strongly
enhanced EM field, referred to as plasmonic hot spots, are
carefully engineered. This can be achieved by either adjusting
the compositions and geometries of the nanostructures for a
better aligned plasmonic resonance with the excitation and
Raman scattering wavelengths,1–3 or concentrating target
molecules in gap-dominated small volumes.4–6 Next to the
SERS intensity, the uniformity of the SERS signal across the
substrate and the reproducibility among diﬀerent samples are
extremely important. Plasmonic nanostructures formed by the
self-assembly process can form regular arrays up to the milli-
meter scale with well controllable spacing and produce excel-
lent signal uniformity.7–10 The commercially available SERS
substrate, Klarite™, consisting of gold layer coated arrays of
inverted pyramids etched in silicon, highlights a reproducibil-
ity landmark with a better than 10% relative standard devi-
ation level.11,12 Although the reproducibility oﬀered by the
Klarite™ substrates is already a big improvement compared to
aggregate-type substrates,7 several applications require even
better reproducibility and uniformity. In addition, the increase
in reproducibility is typically accompanied by a drop in the
SERS enhancement factor. Wafer-scale fabrication of uniform,
reproducible and stable SERS substrates with a high enhance-
ment factor remains a very critical step in the realization of
commercial SERS applications.13–16
Nanopillar structures are one of the most promising SERS
substrates in the sense that they provide a three-dimensional
environment beneficial for molecular accessibility and for-
mation of gap-rich plasmonic nanostructures.14,15,17 Such sub-
strates have been fabricated by a variety of techniques based
on nanoimprint,14 reactive ion etching,15,17–19 chemical
etching,20,21 e-beam17,22,23 and interference lithography,24,25 as
well as by anodic aluminum oxide templates.3,5 Nevertheless, a
high density of regularly spaced pillar substrates which is
required for good signal reproducibility is still not achievable
with most large scale lithography methods. Here we report a
SERS substrate that is scalable and inherently uniform with a
large enhancement factor. As schematically described in
Fig. 1a, we leverage the state-of-the-art standard CMOS pattern-
ing technology on 300 mm wafers by fabricating ultra-dense
periodic arrays of silicon nanopillars (Fig. 1b and c). By deep
ultraviolet (DUV) immersion lithography with sequential
double line exposures using a mask of 45 nm width and
45 nm spacing, a pitch down to 90 nm has been accomplished.
The plasmonic hot spots are subsequently obtained by coating
the nanopatterned silicon substrate with a thin Au film, and
by carefully controlling the thickness of the Au film, sub-
10 nm gaps are achieved (Fig. 1d and e). To the best of our
knowledge, SERS substrates with such a high regular array
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density and small gap size have not been reported before. Our
substrates highlight not only a superior SERS signal reproduci-
bility, but also easy accessibility to the target analyte and good
robustness. We further evaluate the SERS performance under
both 785 nm and 633 nm laser illuminations, and a simplified
finite diﬀerence time domain (FDTD) model is adopted to
interpret the correlation between the SERS intensity and the
Au deposition thickness.
Results and discussion
The properties of the nanopillars could be fine-tuned by
adjusting the Si etch time and the Au deposition thickness.
We investigated relatively short pillars with heights Hpillar =
70 nm and 150 nm to ensure good robustness for the succes-
sive fabrication steps and measurements. Detailed fabrication
and characterization methods are available in Section 1 of the
ESI.† It is generally accepted that the SERS enhancement is
optimal between nanogaps. Therefore, on the Si nanopillars
with a diameter of 30 nm, we sputtered a series of Au with
thicknesses ranging from 30 nm to 100 nm in order to opti-
mize the SERS signals. In contrast to the evaporation method,
the sputtering deposition adopted here ensures the 3D growth
of the Au caps on top of the nanopillars, shrinking the inter-
pillar separations as the Au deposition thickness increases. As
the Au cap size grows, the gap size between them becomes
smaller and sub-10 nm gaps are obtained when an Au thick-
ness of 80 nm is deposited as shown in Fig. 1d. It is also
observed that a few gaps are closed and the Au caps start to
touch each other, forming connecting Au islands (Fig. 1c). The
start of this touching eﬀect is in fact beneficial to the field
enhancement as will be discussed in the following. Neverthe-
less, beyond this critical thickness, though narrow gaps are
also observed, more touching between the Au caps is present
as shown in Fig. S1 in the ESI.†
When metal nanostructures are placed in close adjacency,
the plasmon resonances strongly interact and their overall
response can be very diﬀerent from that of the individual
nanostructures.26 The substrates we fabricated contain in fact
a very high density of interacting Au nanocaps, where their
global optical response is expected to smear out spectrally
similar to aggregates of metal nanoparticles. Indeed, as shown
in the reflection spectra measured with a Bruker Vertex 80v
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Fig. 2a and c), no
sharp plasmonic resonances are observed for both nanopillar
heights under investigation. In substrates with a thicker Au
layer, nearly all the incident light is reflected in the near infra-
red. To gain more insight into the local optical response of the
Au-capped Si nanopillar arrays, we executed numerical FDTD
simulations using Lumerical FDTD Solutions. Specifically, we
implemented a FDTD model of Au nanospheroids standing on
top of cylindrical Si nanopillars on a semi-infinite Si. The
simulated reflection spectra are presented in Fig. 2b and d,
and they fit the experimental measurements well. Refer to
Section 3 of the ESI† for more FDTD details.
In spite of the fact that no sharp and pronounced plasmo-
nic resonances are observed, this ultra-dense ‘hot spot’ array is
promising for broadband SERS applications in the visible and
near infrared range. Using 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) as a
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the fabrication of Au-capped nanopillar substrates by DUV immersion lithography and Au sputtering. Two SEM images are
shown below the corresponding nanostructures. (b) An optical image of the 300 mm wafer Si nanopillar substrate. SEM images of the ultra-dense
nanopillar array with 80 nm Au sputtering on 70 nm height Si nanopillars viewed from (c) top, and (d) side cross-section. (e) The corresponding
FDTD simulated proﬁle of the electric ﬁeld enhancement distribution at the 785 nm light excitation. The black dashed lines are the outline of the Au
capped Si nanopillars. The black and red arrows indicate the polarization and incidence direction of the excitation light, respectively.
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probe molecule, the SERS spectra for the Hpillar = 70 nm and
Hpillar = 150 nm substrates were investigated at both 785 nm and
633 nm laser excitations, and the results are presented in Fig. 3.
Typically, the intensity of the C–S bond stretching vibrational
mode at ∼1078 cm−1, which is highlighted in the green dashed
box, increases from TAu = 30 nm to TAu = 80 nm Au depositions,
as with the increasing Au thickness, the inter-pillar gaps narrow.
For thicker Au layers, the intensity drops as a consequence of the
touching Au caps. The TAu = 80 nm substrates, for which we have
achieved the smallest gap size and lowest touching degree, show
the maximum SERS intensities. Comparisons between the Hpillar
= 70 nm and Hpillar = 150 nm substrates also indicate that the
former produce higher SERS signals.
The detected SERS signal is a complicated puzzle that
deserves thorough scrutiny.27,28 Typically it originates from EM
and chemical enhancement mechanisms. The EM mechanism
states that the enhancement factor (EF) equals the electric
field intensity enhancement at the incidence wavelength multi-
plied by the enhancement at the Stokes shifted wavelength,
which could be approximated as the E4 rule (E4 = E2incidence ×
E2Stokes). It is also established that the hot spots contribute more
to the total SERS enhancement.29,30 In our substrates, the
maximum E2 enhancement on the Au nanospheroid surface is
also simulated as a function of the incidence wavelength (ESI,
Fig. S2†), which confirms that at the incidence and Stokes wave-
lengths no pronounced resonances arise. This implies that the
SERS signal mainly results from the non-resonant enhancement
of the electric field intensity in the regions between the Au
nanocaps. As displayed in Fig. 1c, since both the nanogaps,
where the Au caps do not touch and the touching of the Au
nanocaps are present in the array, the SERS enhancement is
categorized into two eﬀects as illustrated in Fig. 4.
For the thinner Au deposition (TAu < 70 nm), the SERS
signal enhancement is dominated by the high electric field
enhancement located in the gap regions. Nanogaps are also
observed in arrays with thicker Au coatings as shown in
Fig. S1.† We call the field enhancement in these non-touching
regions the “non-touching” eﬀect. The enhancement factors
due to the non-touching eﬀect strongly depend not only on the
minimum distance between the gold surfaces of adjacent
nanospheroids (gap size), but also on other geometrical para-
meters such as the vertical nanospheroid diameter and the
nanopillar height. While usually only the maximum field
enhancement is considered in the EF calculation, here in
order to take into account the overall topography of the electric
intensity profile we will integrate the calculated E2incidence ×
E2Stokes product over the nanospheroid surface. As presented in
Fig. 4a and b, at both excitation wavelengths and for both
nanopillar heights, this integrated field enhancement gener-
ally fits the trend of the experimental SERS signals. The
spatially integrated field enhancement is a better fit to the
experimental results in the sense that it considers the whole
Fig. 2 (a, c) Experimental and (b, d) FDTD simulated reﬂection spectra
for the Au-capped nanopillar arrays with the nanopillar heights of 70 nm
and 150 nm. A series of Au thicknesses from 30 nm to 100 nm are de-
posited on the Si nanopillar arrays, and the corresponding cross section
SEM images are exhibited at the bottom. The scale bars in the SEM
images represent 100 nm. The spectra are oﬀset for clarity. The black
dashed lines indicate the excitation wavelengths used in SERS measure-
ments (633 nm and 785 nm), and the red ones are the corresponding
Stokes shifted wavelengths for the 4-ATP 1078 cm−1 vibrational mode
(679 nm and 857 nm).
Fig. 3 4-ATP SERS spectra measured at (a, c) 785 nm and (b, d) 633 nm
wavelength excitations for the Au-capped nanopillar arrays with the
nanopillar heights of 70 nm and 150 nm. The Au layer thicknesses range
from 30 nm to 100 nm (same colour corresponding to the Au thickness
as in Fig. 2). The spectra are oﬀset for clarity. The green dashed box indi-
cates the 4-ATP C–S bond stretching vibrational mode at ∼1078 cm−1.
Nanoscale Communication
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landscape of the electric field enhancement distribution
across the nanospheroid surface instead of only the maximum
E4 enhancement at a specific position. In addition, the FDTD
analysis shows that the surface E4 sum for the Hpillar = 70 nm
substrates is larger than that for Hpillar = 150 nm substrates.
This could be attributed to the fact that the short nanopillars
support a stronger constructive interference of the reflected
light in the nanogap regions. Moreover, the higher Si nano-
pillars could absorb more light and eﬀectively damp the
plasmon, also reducing the SERS signals.
Moreover, it is noted that for the arrays with thicker Au
depositions (TAu ≥ 90 nm), the experimental SERS signal inten-
sity is smaller than the integrated E4 enhancement predicted
by the non-touching eﬀect. This is because for these thicker
Au coatings, in addition to the non-touching eﬀect, the “touch-
ing” eﬀect of the Au caps will eventually decrease the SERS
signal. As more Au is deposited, a small fraction of the Au
caps start to touch. Conceptually, at the beginning of the
touching more enhanced hot spots will appear, resulting in
further amplified signals (e.g. for arrays with gap sizes close to
zero). As the deposition continues, larger fractions of the Au
caps are touching and more nanogaps start to diminish, impair-
ing the SERS enhancement. As the FDTD simulation results
demonstrate in Fig. 4c, the calculated surface E4 sum for the
TAu = 90 nm substrates increases for a small touching size, and
decreases when the touching size grows. This idea also corro-
borates the fact that it is the TAu = 80 nm arrays, in which clear
touching just starts to show up, that presents the highest SERS
signals. For these arrays with thicker Au coatings, the actual
SERS signal enhancement could be considered as a combination
of both the non-touching and touching eﬀects. As a thicker Au
layer is deposited, the fraction of touching nanocaps increases,
resulting in reduced SERS signals. Therefore, fine-tuned Au
deposition is critical to achieve optimized SERS signals.
In the Hpillar = 150 nm substrates, it is clear from the SEM
images in Fig. 2 that on the Si nanopillar sidewalls there are
Fig. 4 SERS signal enhancement interpretations based on FDTD simulations: (a, b) non-touching eﬀect and (c) touching eﬀect. For the Au caps that
do not touch (e.g. prevalent in arrays with Au coating thicknesses of less than 70 nm, and also present in arrays with thicker Au coatings), the electric
ﬁeld intensity enhancement at the nanogap regions dominates. Here the non-touching eﬀect applies. The calculated E4 sum across the nanospher-
oid surface, the black curves corresponding to the left axes, and the experimentally integrated SERS intensities, the red curves to the right axes, are
demonstrated as a function of the Au deposition thickness for the nanopillar heights of (a) 70 nm and (b) 150 nm, respectively. For arrays with
thicker Au depositions, in addition to the non-touching eﬀect, some of the Au caps start to touch and decrease the SERS intensity. (c) The calculated
E4 sum across the Au nanospheroid surface as a function of the touching size for the Au deposition thickness of 90 nm while keeping the vertical
nanospheroid diameter as a constant. The touching size is deﬁned as the diameter of the imaginary nanospheroid in the in-plane dimension minus
the distance between adjacent nanospheroid centers as shown in the schematic of Fig. 3c. Yellow spheroids in the SEM images approximate the
outline of the Au caps.
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Au nanoislands caused from the sputtering deposition. As pre-
viously reported,14,15 these nanoislands could form gap-rich
nanostructures that also contribute to the SERS signal
enhancement. Nevertheless, in our highly dense arrays the
SERS enhancement results from the gaps between the top Au
caps instead. The simplified FDTD model without such side-
wall nanoislands has already demonstrated an adequately
good fit to the detected SERS intensities. In addition, the
Hpillar = 70 nm substrates, which lack the sidewall Au nano-
islands, show an even higher SERS signal.
A limiting factor in the further widespread applications of
the SERS technique is the trade-oﬀ between the high signal
amplification and good uniformity. Nevertheless, since the
major advantage of our Si nanopillar array is its high uniform-
ity on a wafer scale, the Au capped substrates are expected to
show a high SERS signal reproducibility. We compared our Au-
capped nanopillar SERS substrates to the commercial Klarite™
from Renishaw Diagnostics. Among the best ever reported,
Klarite™ SERS substrates are tested to show a relative signal
standard deviation of better than 10%.11,12 In addition, the
geometry of the Klarite™ substrates, which are inverted Si
pyramid arrays covered with Au, has been optimized for the
coupling of localized and propagating surface plasmon modes
to give resonances at 633 nm and 785 nm.12 The Klarite™ hot
spots are localized at the bottom and the top corners of the
inverted pyramids with a pitch of ∼2 µm. Since the uniformity
of SERS signal largely depends on the experimental con-
ditions, especially the laser spot size, it is recommended to
use a >5 µm spot for the SERS excitation to ensure that ade-
quate amounts of inverted pyramids are illuminated. In our
SERS measurement, a 10× water immersion objective with a
laser spot of ∼5 µm was used to fulfill the Klarite™ recommen-
dation, and the SERS intensities are measured over a distance
of 200 µm in a step of 1 µm. The mean intensity and standard
deviation are calculated by integrating the 1078 cm−1 Raman
band, and the coeﬃcient of variation (CV) is defined as the
standard deviation divided by the mean intensity, which is an
indication of the SERS substrate uniformity. The comparison
results between the Klarite™ and our nanopillar substrates
(TAu = 80 nm) are shown in Fig. 5. It demonstrates that the Au-
capped nanopillar arrays not only present a higher SERS
signal, but also a lower fluctuation/CV level. On the one hand,
the improved signal reproducibility is related to the state-of-
the-art nanofabrication process, which oﬀers the high degree
of inherent uniformity with an array pitch of less than 100 nm.
On the other hand, it is attributed to the large number of hot
spots that are easily accessible to the target analytes within the
laser spot (∼2.5 × 103 unit structures for our nanopillar sub-
strates, compared to only ∼5 for Klarite™, although the Au
surface areas are similar). Compared to the literature with
improved signal reproducibility,9,10 our nanopillar substrates
benefit from the large wafer level fabrication method. In
addition, it features the sub-10 nm gap size which gives rise to
the largely enhanced SERS signals.16
The substrate SERS EFs of our Au capped nanopillar arrays
have also been experimentally calculated as shown in Section 5
of the ESI.† It is noted that the EF calculation depends on the
molecular coverage assumption adopted, and a variation as
large as ∼105 can be obtained.19 Under the full monolayer cover-
age assumption, an average EF on the order of ∼105 is attained
in our calculation, while if the few molecule coverage assump-
tion is taken,31 the EF can be ∼109. In addition, since the nano-
gaps, the non-touching regions of the Au caps, and the
touching of the caps are both present in the TAu = 80 nm sub-
strates, these experimental substrate EFs are the average values
by taking into account both eﬀects. The EF at particular Au cap
positions with narrower gaps could be higher. In Table S2 in
the ESI,† the simulated E4 = E2incidence × E
2
Stokes at the maximum
field enhancement positions on the surface for both non-touch-
ing and touching eﬀects are also listed, which range from ∼104
to ∼108 depending on the gap sizes and excitation wavelengths.
Therefore, the EF of our substrates could be suﬃciently large
for single molecule SERS detection, especially considering the
high hot spot density and easy molecule accessibility.32–35
The goal of our current work is not to demonstrate an extre-
mely large EF, but to present a scalable method to produce
reliable SERS substrates with improved uniform and reprodu-
cible signals. The results in Fig. 5 show that under the same
experimental conditions, our nanopillar substrates surpass the
commercial Klarite™ substrates with an improved SERS per-
formance. Batch-to-batch reproducibility of our SERS sub-
strates has also been investigated, and they demonstrate good
reliability as well (Section 6 in the ESI†).
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have introduced a method to realize large
wafer scale preparation of exceptionally dense arrays of plas-
Fig. 5 Uniformity comparisons of the TAu = 80 nm substrates with the
commercial Klarite™. Compared to the Klarite™ substrate (CV ∼ 10%),
the uniformity of the nanopillar supported substrates is much improved
(CV ∼ 4%).
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monic hot spots with sub-10 nm gaps, and have demonstrated
that these substrates support both high SERS enhancement
factors and excellent uniformity and reproducibility. Specifi-
cally, employing the state-of-the-art CMOS front-end pattern-
ing techniques allowed us to develop a 300 mm wafer scale
process for the fabrication of ultra-dense arrays of Si nano-
pillars, which we subsequently coated with Au films to obtain
a pattern of Au nanocaps with sub-10 nm gaps. We have inves-
tigated the SERS performance of substrates under both
785 nm and 633 nm excitations. Largely enhanced and
uniform SERS signals have been obtained in the ultra-dense
arrays and compared to the commercial Klarite™ substrates.
Though no pronounced plasmonic resonances are detected,
FDTD simulations illustrate that the amplified SERS signals
are mainly derived from the electric field enhancement in the
regions between the Au caps. Due to the large signal enhance-
ment, high uniformity and wafer scale fabrication capacity, the
Au-capped nanopillar substrates are promising for the detec-
tion of small molecules in label-free biosensing applications.
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